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Transformers for Natural Language Processing: Build innovative deep neural network architectures for NLP with Python, PyTorch, TensorFlow, BERT, RoBERTa, and morePackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Take your NLP knowledge to the next level and become an AI language understanding expert by mastering the quantum leap of Transformer neural network models

	
		Key Features

		
			Build and implement state-of-the-art language models, such as the original Transformer, BERT, T5, and GPT-2, using...




		

Python Data Analytics: With Pandas, NumPy, and MatplotlibApress, 2018

	Explore the latest Python tools and techniques to help you tackle the world of data acquisition and analysis. You'll review scientific computing with NumPy, visualization with matplotlib, and machine learning with scikit-learn. 

	

	This revision is fully updated with new content on social media data analysis, image...


		

Essentials of Research Design and Methodology (Essentials of Behavioral  Science)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Master the essential skills for designing and conducting a successful research project
Essentials of Research Design and Methodology contains practical information on how to design and conduct scientific research in the behavioral and social sciences. This accessible guide covers basic to advanced concepts in a clear, concrete, and readable...






		

The New Communications Technologies, Fifth Edition: Applications, Policy, and ImpactFocal Press, 2004
"Although the book is directed toward technology courses...it makes for interesting, thought-provoking reading." - Monitoring Times     

   As new communications applications are developed and brought to market, it is vital for communications professionals to keep abreast of these issues.  Since the...

		

Methodology of Longitudinal Surveys (Wiley Series in Survey Methodology)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Longitudinal surveys are surveys that involve collecting data from multiple subjects on multiple occasions. They are typically used for collecting data relating to social, economic, educational and health-related issues and they serve as an important tool for economists, sociologists, and other researchers.
    Focusing on the design,...


		

Illiberal Liberal StatesAshgate, 2009
Understanding the dynamics of the illiberal practices of liberal states is increasingly important in Europe today. This book examines the changing relationship and interaction between immigration, citizenship and integration at the European and national arenas. It studies some of the main effects and open questions as regards the...






		

Natural Computing: 4th International Workshop on Natural ComputingSpringer, 2010

	The complex behavior of systems in nature is rooted in intricate mechanisms of interaction that often supersede human-made systems in terms of reliability, power efficiency, and computational capacity. Researchers have begun to realize that natural systems are a great source of inspiration for novel algorithms in computation and communication...


		

Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise GuideCambridge University Press, 2009

	The present book, Data Analysis Using SAS Enterprise Guide, provides readers with an overview of Enterprise Guide, the newest point-and-click interface from SAS. SAS Enterprise Guide is a graphical user (point-and-click) interface to the main SAS application, having relatively recently replaced the Analyst interface, which itself had replaced...


		

Learning PHP, MySQL, JavaScript, and CSS: A Step-by-Step Guide to Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The combination of PHP and MySQL is the most convenient approach to dynamic,
	
		database-driven web design, holding its own in the face of challenges from integrated
	
		frameworks—such as Ruby on Rails—that are harder to learn. Due to its open source
	
		roots (unlike the competing Microsoft .NET framework), it is...






		

Collaborative Design and Learning: Competence Building for Innovation (International Series on Technology Policy and Innovation)Praeger Publishers, 2004

	In today's knowledge-driven economy, the ability to share insight and know-how is essential for driving innovation and growth. In this groundbreaking volume, scholars from around the world demonstrate how communication and information technologies are enabling dynamic project design and management practices that challenge traditional...


		

The Socioecological Educator: A 21st Century Renewal of Physical, Health,Environment and Outdoor EducationSpringer, 2013

	This volume offers an alternative vision for education and has been written for those who are passionate about teaching and learning, in schools, universities and in the community, and providing  people with the values, knowledge and skills needed to face complex social and environmental challenges. Working across boundaries the...


		

Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: From Genes to Patients (Contemporary Clinical Neuroscience)Humana Press, 2005

	 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a common neurobehavioral disorder affecting 5–10% of children and adolescents and 3% of adults. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder: From Genes to Patients aims to provide a comprehensive, state-of-the-art overview of the critical aspects of ADHD, and hopefully will serve as...
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